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Nestled between Whistler and Vancouver in

TARSEMHAUS

beautiful Squamish, TARSEMHAUS, is an
exclusive collection of eight unique three and
four bedroom townhomes built for today’s
outdoor adventurist families.

Squamish, schools, library, shopping and has

is

minutes

from

Downtown

quick access to the sea-to-sky highway (for
your daily commute).
May we present to you,

Surrounded by stunning coastal mountains and
fresh ocean air, there are endless options to
explore trails for walking and biking just steps
from your home.

Sincerely,
Conveniently located near entertainment for
the whole family. Steps from, bakeries,
breweries, cafes, climbing gym, trampoline
sports complex, fitness centre and the list goes
on.
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ELOQUENT INTERIORS
Elegant crosscut tile in modern black at your entry
and closet which has a timeless contrast into your 7”
plank white oak Harwood flooring throughout your
main level.
Cozy wool blend carpeting in bedrooms puts comfort
at your feet.
Pot lights throughout, light industrial lighting with a
midcentury flair.
Ground floor powder rooms.
Crosscut marble look feature tile on all bathroom
floors combined with a matte white wall tile accented
with a grey grout for a beautiful contrast and easy
maintenance.
Triple glazed windows; ultimate sound proofing and
heat retention.
Insulated ceilings and roof for sound dampening and
energy efficiency.
Let your home do the work for you and feel
relaxed all year round with a maximum of 4
degree internal temperature fluctuation set to
your personal level of comfort.
Your breathable home is achieved through the
highest efficiency HRV systems which recover
up to 96% of the heat generated within your
house. They are also equipped with in line
electric heaters for those extra cold winter days.
With over 16” of insulation in your walls and roof,
you’ll sleep peacefully in your super quiet new
Passive Home.
Star gaze or entertain from your large private
roof top patios.

DESIGNER
KITCHENS
Enjoy custom designed, ceiling height cabinetry
in your modern white kitchen with brushed
chrome hardware and super matt finish which
makes for easy cleaning.
Corner lazy Susan cupboard to ensure no
wasted space, and convenient hidden garbage
pullout.
Live in luxury and feel glamorous in your
kitchen, with polished grey engineered quartz
counters with mitered waterfall edge, and
smooth sleek warm grey glass backsplash.
Double under mount stainless steel kitchen sink.
All homes have high end energy efficient
appliances including KitchenAid and Whirlpool.
Spend quality time with your family using your
stunning KitchenAid induction cooktop and wall
oven combination.
Your brand new home will be equipped with
chrome Riobel fixtures and Kohler accessories.
USB built-in charging port is conveniently
located in every kitchen.

EVERYDAY CONVENIENCES
Single and double side by side garages, each
equipped with private enclosed storage at
the rear for all of your adventure gear.

Know you’re doing your part for energy
consumption in your home by using your 7.4 cu.
ft. whirlpool washer and dryer with vent less
heat pump smart technology.

One hose bib in front at garage entry

Shared courtyard: same level as living space
Multimedia Internet connections for Internet
access Shaw and TELUS options in all rooms

and kitchen, this will allow children to play

Garage door opener included

Over

safely while being easily supervised.
2000

Sq.

Ft.

lower

level

grassed

play/relax/gathering area with your very own
Fire sprinklers and
detectors in all homes

hard-wired

smoke

cherry tree!
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UNIT 1
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UNIT 7

UNIT 8
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